Reduce excess inventory
Release working capital
Minimize stock-outs

Sage Inventory Advisor is an affordable cloud
application that helps companies reduce
excess inventory and free up working capital
while minimizing stock-outs and increasing
revenue.
It is designed to integrate with Sage ERPs
to provide visibility of inventory levels and
investment, produce quality forecasts and
optimal replenishment recommendations.
Visual dashboards display overall inventory
performance and provide early warning of
items needing attention.
Sage Inventory Advisor is easy to use, quick
to adopt and can be accessed anytime,
anywhere via web browser or mobile device.

Benefits

•  Reduce inventory by 10%-25%, reduce
working capital and improve cash flow.
•  Improve fill rates by 2%-10%, minimize
stock-outs and increase sales.
•  Significantly reduce the time spent on
planning, forecasting and ordering.

Track performance and identify problem items through interactive
dashboards with drill down features

•  Better inventory visibility, including
early warning of items needing attention.
•  The right inventory in the right place at the
right time, helping you to grow your
business.

the first six months, we saw a 14%
“Inincrease
in inventory availability combined

with a 38% increase in sales. Sage Inventory
Advisor is a highly valued solution that gives
our business a competitive edge.

”

Steven Cumper, Director and Co-Founder –
Medshop Australia (Medical Supplies)

Utilizes the latest forecast technology to generate item forecasts
while facilitating manual overrides

Fast to Implement and Cost Effective
Sage Inventory Advisor can be implemented in days and is accessible anytime, anywhere.
• A cloud application, with no additional hardware or software to purchase
• N o licence fees, no yearly maintenance fees and no cost to upgrade
• A once-off cost to implement and monthly subscription pricing with no minimum term


Built to work with your Sage ERP
Sage Inventory Advisor has been designed to integrate with your Sage ERP solution, to extract added
value from the numbers already being generated across your organization.
• Automatically connects to inventory data for analysis, forecasting and replenishment
• Complements existing Inventory Management and Inventory Control modules
• Provides dynamic forecasting and planning capabilities

Features
Dashboards provide visibility

Create orders at the click of a button

Sage Inventory Advisor delivers an up-to-date view of your
inventory, so you know what’s going on – and what’s going
wrong.

Sage Inventory Advisor automatically collects, collates,
and processes your inventory data, presenting you with
ideal order recommendations with one click.

Dashboards track KPIs, giving you an unprecedented
visibility into the health of your inventory and the purity of
your data.

Easily resolve how to fill containers by volume or weight, or
to meet supplier imposed minimum unit quantities or order
values.

Classification provides focus

Order ahead when buyers are due to go on leave or to cater
for supplier shutdowns such as Chinese New Year.

Sage Inventory Advisor gives you the tools to focus your
energy where it will have the most impact, so you can
continue growing your business.
Classify your stocked items by both value and velocity
to learn new insights about your inventory with the app’s
Classification Matrix.
Identify your fast moving high value items, your slow moving
expensive items, or your fast moving inexpensive items.

Review, download, and import orders, saving you time and
improving your ordering process.

Easy-to-use graphical user interface
The easy-to-use interface for desktops, tablets, and mobile
devices has been designed to be as intuitive as possible.
Standard web behavior enables intuitive navigation and
improved ease-of-use.

Save time creating and reviewing forecasts

Built-in support tips provide more detailed explanations.

Sage Inventory Advisor generates accurate, data-based
forecasts that save you the time, hassle, and errors of
manual forecasting.

Rich, dynamic graphics enhance understanding.

Best-fit forecasting creates high quality forecasts for the
bulk of your items, while the dashboard highlights the small
percentage of items that need manual intervention.
Sage Inventory Advisor gives you the tools to create the
best possible forecast, resulting in optimal purchasing and
planning – helping you to grow your business.

For more information, visit: inventoryadvisor.co
or contact us at 949-754-3576

Filter listings and download them to a CSV file, or drill
through to individual item details.

